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Go American Green
NEWSLETTER #27 - FIREYE NEW NEXUS SYSTEM
Fireye is an American Company with an outstanding reputation in the Flame Safeguard industry. The
boiler and burner industry has been moving from the conventional jackshaft (single point) firing rate or
modulation systems to parallel systems for several years. Fireye is by far and away the leading American
Company.
The Fireye NX6100 packs the ability to control up to ten servomotors and VSD in the industry’s smallest
footprint, 5 x 8.25 x 3.75 inches. It has all the features that Siemens or AutoFlame possess and is an
affordable American product with the best warrantee in the burner industry.
Honeywell Controlinks™ has been the least expensive, but limited in the size of equipment (about 300hp
boilers). It is also limited in capability, but still a good American product.
Fireye has hit the street with a new NEXUS the PPC400 which is priced to compete with Honeywell
Controlinks™ and has many more features. This FUEL AIR RATIO CONTROLLER can be use with
either an existing Fireye Flame Safeguard control made for modulation or a Honeywell Flame Safeguard
control. Now that is a good deal!! No
buying that extra equipment!!
Many of the power companies, like Arizona
Public Service, will kick in some serious
bucks to help you make the conversion from
a conventional linkage system to an energy
saving Fireye parallel positioning system. I
don’t want to get kicked in the back, but a
kick back from the power company who
has been taken my money for years sounds
like a good deal (it’s payback time!).
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We at Emerson Boiler Inc. handle Fireye, Honeywell and Siemens control systems and we can provide
you with the system that best suits your needs. Give us a call and see what we can do for you. Be Safe!!!

**Currently we are offering the following courses in Phoenix, AZ**
80 Hour Certification – June 6 – 17, 2011

*Service*Sales*Installation*Parts*Training*

